
BLOODWOOD FOREST 

 
LOG LINE & SYNOPSIS 

 

LOG LINE 

 

Deep in the Bloodwood Forest is quiet place. A desolated 

cabin is home to a family who knows how to defend what is 

theirs. Visitors are not welcomed.  

 

 

SYNOPSIS 

 

When two kids witness the fatal loss of their parents in an 

accidental and freaky moment, both kids (Arnold and his 

sister Sharon) are left emotionally scared for life. Both 

grow up taking care of their needs without further parental 

care. As time past, the territory became off limits to the 

outside world and Arnold will protect what is theirs.  

Jake, a former member of the police force and now 

investigator is hired to look into a company staff that 

went off the grid. Unfortunately, Jake’s sister and her 

friends have made last minute plans to go exploring and 

camp out. Jake come finds out about this and the material 

he dug up about the location is a concern with a history of 

missing folk, ironically the same as his client has him 

investigate. 

 

Jake puts a small task team of friends together and journey 

in search of his sister.  

Of cause by now, the blood of company staff has spilt to 

the ground. This is just another repeated case of history 

and revenge of psychological damaged individuals defending 

their own space. All said, this insane chaos reaches a new 

record when Jake’s sister and friends set camp and explore 

Bloodwood Forest. What turns out as the beginning of a good 

time out quickly becomes a nightmare and help comes a bit 

too late. It’s pretty much a case survival against the odds. 

 

However, Jake pitches up with the client. But this isn’t a 

breather to the surviving victims as the intensity of 

violence will raise the game. In a game of survival despite 

Jakes loss of his sister before meeting his end, Penny, 

Jake’s police friend arrives with reinforcement will 

partially balance the fight, but again with continues loss 

Penny balances the odds in ending the life of one killer, 



however, the second will set the unforgivable end and leave 

an uncertain fate to its next victims in a potential sequel.                        


